JUNE SUBSCRIPTION BOX
SECRET WORLD
QUADRUPEL 10%

Secret World, our Belgian-style Quadrupel, is a special collaboration with our friends
from the Brewery of Saint Mars of the Desert. Dark in colour, this beer is strong and rich
with inviting flavours of dried fruit and caramelised sugar, combined with a
characterful Belgian yeast spiciness.
Bottle conditioned to give a fine effervescence, Secret World is best enjoyed in your
finest chalice whilst contemplating clandestine realms that may or may not exist.
WHITBREAD GOLDINGS VARIETY
LOW COLOUR MARIS OTTER, CARAFA SPECIAL 3
DARK
RAISINS, CARAMEL
PLUM, LIGHT SPICE
ROAST DUCK

I LOVE YOU
WILL U MARRY ME
STRAWBERRY BLONDE ALE 4.5%

Named after an iconic graffiti marriage proposal in Sheffield, I Love You Will U Marry Me
is a refreshing strawberry blonde ale. We wanted to rebrew this on hearing the graffiti
would be removed and will be donating all profits from this beer to mental health
charity, Sheffield Mind. Vegan-friendly beer.
Artwork credit: Mandy Payne.
MARRIS OTTER, WHEAT
VIBRANT PINK
STRAWBERRIES, FLORAL
JAMMY, LEMON
VANILLA ICE CREAM

BEAR STATE
WEST COAST IPA 7.0%

At Thornbridge, we love brewing West Coast IPAs and Bear State is one of our
favourites. This is a fantastic example of the style, with aggressive pine and
grapefruit on the nose, followed by bags of tropical fruit on the palate. There is a
balanced sweetness from the addition of crystal malt and it finishes with a stunning
bitterness.
CHINOOK, CENTENNIAL, CASCADE
LIGHT AMBER
GRAPEFRUIT, PINE
MANGO, LEMON
JALAPEÑO POPPERS

THREE OF DIAMONDS
PASSIONFRUIT IPA 7.0%

The Passionfruit Prial. Three completely different styles all using passionfruit as the
kicker. Three of Diamonds is a punchy and flavoursome IPA with a generous infusion
of passionfruit, this works beautifully in complementing the redolent aroma of
guava and candied fruit already present. It pours hazy gold with a silky soft body,
kept in balance with just a delicate bite from the carefully selected hops.
MOSAIC, NELSON SAUVIN
HAZY PALE
PASSIONFRUIT, GRAPEFRUIT
KIWI, PINEAPPLE
FRESH AVOCADO AND MANGO SALAD

THREE OF CLUBS
PASSIONFRUIT SOUR 5.5%

The Passionfruit Prial. Three completely different styles all using passionfruit as the
kicker. The Three of Clubs has been a true labour of love, honing the skills learned
from our sour programme, combined with the expertise of Mikkeller to create a
unique beer which is tailored to work with the fruit addition. Lemon and bergamot
nuances come through with the sharp sourness, which is flavourful but not
overpowering. The passionfruit carries a little sweetness creating an equilibrium
with fantastic drinkability.
PALE
PASSIONFRUIT, LEMON
GUAVA, GRAPEFRUIT
PANNA COTTA

THREE OF HEARTS
PASSIONFRUIT HARD SELTZER 5.0%

The Passionfruit Prial. Three completely different styles all using passionfruit as the
kicker. We were already keen to work on a hard seltzer here at Thornbridge and as
we teamed up with the world-renowned Mikkeller it seemed to be the perfect
opportunity. The passionfruit really shines through, creating a great depth of flavour
for this style. It’s light, crisp and outstandingly refreshing, perfect for the long
summer days.
CLEAR
PASSIONFRUIT, MELON
SPARKLING, TROPICAL
LIME MARINATED TUNA STEAKS

GREEN MOUNTAIN
HAZY VERMONT SESSION IPA 4.3%

Green Mountain is our Vermont-style session IPA which is generously dry hopped,
creating a hugely aromatic and juicy fruit bomb. It drinks beautifully, with just a
light bitterness to keep it perfectly balanced.
GALAXY, MOSAIC, CITRA, AMARILLO
PALE, WHEAT, CARAMALT
HAZY GOLD
TROPICAL FRUIT
SOFT, JUICY
ZESTY FISH TACOS

